Comments on: Time to try PDFsam 3.0.0.M2!
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Andrea Vacondio
&quot;Clear&quot; is referred to the selection table so it only clears the selection table. I&#039;m not sure I fully understand what you are asking, it doesn&#039;t clear the other settings but you can change each of them without having to close the application, so if you need to change the destination file you can just use the &quot;Browse&quot; button or edit the field... is this the issue?
	By: gardis
Andrea, I am having an issue with the merge function. After I merge the file, I hit the &quot;clear&quot; button on the top left of the window. That clears the cache of the previously merged files. But it does NOT clear the &quot;Run&quot; function at the bottom of the screen (Version 3.0.3). Why is this happening? I have to close pdfsam and then reopen for it to clear. Very time consuming and not productive. Thank you in advance for your reply.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/time-to-try-pdfsam-3-0-0-m2/1254/#comment-1260&quot;&gt;Berto&lt;/a&gt;.

If you could open an issue here describing what the bug is that would be helpful https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam/issues
It would be nice if you could attach the document as well.
	By: Berto
Huge bug with split by bookmark, works in M1, splits on incorrect pages in M2. Not sure the best place to report 3.0 bugs.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/time-to-try-pdfsam-3-0-0-m2/1254/#comment-1258&quot;&gt;lexsa&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi, the main is in org.pdfsam.community.App in the pdfsam-community module
	By: lexsa
Hello, I wanted to know as to how the project can be launched on eclipse using the source code? I tried importing it but there seems to be no main function in the code. Kindly help out. I am taking up this project for a small testing class project.
	By: Daniel P
I would also like to see a Two page to 1 (vertical/landscape) feature, that merges groups of pages into one.
	By: Daniel P
I would really be looking forward to when the visual modules especially the Visual Reorder which I think is the most powerful tool that v2.2.4 has, as it enables you to easily re-order a PDF; rotate specific pages, unlike the rotate function which is harder to use. I also use it to compress the files and convert all my PDF files to Version 1.7 so it is therefore very handy.
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/time-to-try-pdfsam-3-0-0-m2/1254/#comment-1254&quot;&gt;Joan&lt;/a&gt;.

Yes, it should be fixed in the next release https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam/issues/100
	By: Joan
Not working on OSX El Capitan, just a blank screen

